'Strategically positioning HPN/HPC/CI on the campus - working with researchers, administration, how can large campuses help small campuses in the area of HPN

Questions for Discussion:

1. CI plan
   a. Does your campus have a CI plan
   b. Is your CI plan just about infrastructure, or does it explore 'use' (e.g. does it have an AUP, is there a cybersecurity rider that deals with data, equipment, etc.)
   c. How do you keep it updated
   d. What impact/input across disciplines has the CI plan had

2. Do you have success stories in engaging researchers in CI
   a. What works
   b. What doesn’t work

3. Do you have activities that engage and interact with smaller campuses building and utilizing CI
   a. Distance education
   b. Training
   c. Regular meetings
   d. Idea of “rent an engineer” - larger schools make experts available on a temporary basis to the smaller one

4. If you are a small school, how could larger schools/organizations aid you in your CI efforts
a. Training  
b. Engineering contact  
c. Proposal writing support  

5. HPN/HPC advisory groups on campus  
   a. Do you have one  
   b. Do they work  
   c. How could they work better  

6. Do you meet regularly with campus research VP and/or CIO  
   a. Is it effective  
   b. How could it be more effective  
   c. Is there an awareness and support of HPN/HPC  

7. Kevin asked about impact of removing campus upgrade/research component  

8. Would the idea of a regional CIE be useful/effective  
   a. At RON level - how to fund ongoing  
   b. At a National Level - a 'national' center of CI  
      engineering coordinating with RONs to better divide up the needs and expertise  
   c. Coordinate among campus CIEs  
   d. Reach out to campuses at regional level  
   e. Develop, coordinate, and lead regional CIE efforts  
      i. Submit regional proposals  
      ii. Host regional CI conferences/training  
      iii. Coordinate affinity groups meeting regularly
9. How are the administration and departments integrating the CI plan into the main campus plans and priorities

10. If you are a small school, do you have a sense for what research on your campus might benefit from collaboration with larger schools within the regional area, i.e. through resources, synergistic research, etc.?